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The definitive biography of Abraham Kuyper, giant of Dutch Calvinism This is the first full-scale English-
language biography of the highly influential and astonishingly multifaceted Abraham Kuyper (1837-1920) --

theologian, minister, politician, newspaper editor, educational innovator, Calvinist reformer, and prime
minister of the Netherlands from 1901 to 1905. James Bratt is the ideal scholar to tell the story of Kuypers
remarkable life and work. He expertly traces the origin and development of Kuyper's signature concepts --
common grace, Christian worldview, sphere sovereignty, Christian engagement with contemporary culture --
in the dynamic context of his life's story. Based on voluminous primary and secondary Dutch sources, Bratt's
Abraham Kuyper: Modern Calvinist, Christian Democrat will prove to be the go-to biography of this major

figure whose ideas and influence extend far beyond his own time and place.

And there may be no better guide than Abraham Kuyper the 19thcentury Dutch theologian statesman
journalist political organizer pastor and entrepreneur. Kuypers Public Theology. He was deeply influential in
a number of areas likely reflecting his broad biblical worldview. Kuypers greatest legacy is the witness of a

worldviewa witness that is greatly needed in our dying culture.
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The acquisition of bibliographic information is assisted by scholars worldwide. Excerpt A traveler from the
old European Continent disembarking on the shore of this New World feels as the Psalmist says that His
thoughts crowd upon him like a multitude. Abraham Kuyper was born on 29 October 1837 in Maassluis
Netherlands.His father Jan Frederik Kuyper served as a minister for the Dutch Reformed Church in

Hoogmade Maassluis Middelburg and Leiden.. If ever there was a multitasking polymath he was it. Wró do

https://readerzone.in.net/books1?q=Abraham Kuyper


Abraham Kuyper. He delivered the six Stone Lectures on Calvinism at Princeton in 1898. Born on October 29
1837 as son of a minister of the. His father was a Dutch Reformed Church minister who preached a watery.
He founded the AntiRevolutionary Party and was prime minister of the Netherlands between 1901 and 1905.
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